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IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF NORMAL SPACES
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(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. We define the notion of irreducible polyhedral representation of a

normal space making use of approximate inverse systems. This generalizes the

concept of irreducible polyhedral expansions introduced in 1937 by Freudenthal

for metric compacta and generalized to uniform spaces by Isbell in 1961. We

show that every normal space X has an irreducible polyhedral representation

whose dimension is dim X and whose weight is weight (X). Approximate in-

verse systems were first introduced by S. Mardesic and this author. The concept

generalizes that of inverse system and was essentially used in proving that each

Hausdorff compactum of integral cohomological dimension < n is the cell-like

image of a Hausdorff compactum of covering dimension < n .

1. Introduction

In [M-R 1] we defined a new concept called approximate (inverse) system,

which generalizes that of the classical (commutative) inverse system. We used

the new notion to characterize covering dimension (dim) for compact Haus-

dorff spaces. Then in [M-R 2] we proved, relying heavily on the machinery of

approximate systems, that if X is a compact Hausdorff space whose cohomo-

logical dimension dim^ X < n , then there is a compact Hausdorff space Y,

dim Y < n , and a cell-like map of Y onto X.

Now we are going to explore the use of approximate systems in developing

irreducible polyhedral representations of normal spaces in accordance with their

dimension. This notion, to be defined below, is a type of generalization of

irreducible polyhedral expansion first introduced for compact metric spaces in

[Fr] and which was extended to the case of uniform spaces by J.R. Isbell [Is] and

studied for compact Hausdorff spaces in [Ml]. Since it is not generally possible

to have a polyhedral expansion (in terms of finite polyhedra) for normal spaces,

an entirely new concept is needed. This is why we shall speak of "representation"

of a normal space, and as will be demonstrated, approximate systems are the

perfect vehicles for such representations.
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This work uses techniques developed in [M-R 1], [M-R 2]. In particular our

Lemma 1 (§3) is much like a lemma in [M-R 2] and our proof of the Theorem

in this paper is developed along the lines of a proof in [M-R 1]. In fact, this

research is an outgrowth ofthat done in [M-R 1], [M-R 2].

2. Approximate systems and representations

In this paper assume all spaces are Hausdorff and all polyhedra are com-

pact, i.e., have finite triangulations. Dimension, dim, is defined in terms of

finite open covers and finite open refinements ([En] or [Na]). By map we mean

continuous function.

Definition 1. An approximate iinverse) system of metric compacta X = iXa , ea,

paa,,A) consists of the following: A directed ordered set iA, <) with no

maximal element; for each a G A, a compact metric space Xa with metric

d = da and a real number ea > 0 ; for each pair a < a from A, a map

paa, : Xa, —► Xa , satisfying the following conditions:

(Al) d(p    p     ,p    ) <8„ , 0, <a, <a,; p„  = id.

(A2)   (Va G A)Cirj > 0)(3a' > a)(Va2 > a, > a')

(A3)   (Va G A){Vr¡ > 0)(3a' > a)(Va" > a'){Vx,x' G Xa„)

dix,x) <Ea„ ^dipaa„(x),paa„ix'))<V-

We refer to the numbers ea as the meshes of X.

If %a: \\aeA Xa —> Xa, a G A, denote projections, we define the limit space

X = lim X and the natural projections p : X —> X   as follows.

Definition 2. A point x = (xa) G YlXa belongs to X = lim X provided for

every a G A ,

Xa = X-i™PaaMa)-

The natural projection pa = na\X: X —* Xa .

Definition 3. We say {Xa,paa, ,A} is an almost commutative system [M-S] if

there exist numbers efl > 0, a G A , so that {Xa, ea ,paa,, A} is an approximate

system.

Definition 4. Let K be a complex and let f,g: X —> \K\ be maps. We say

that g is a K-modification of / if for every x G X and o G K, fix) G a

implies g{x) G a . Note that a simplicial approximation <p: Kx —> K2 of a map

it: |A"j| —>• \K2\ is a ^-modification of n . Moreover, if K' is a subdivision of

K, and g: X —► |AT'| is a #'-modification of /: X —> \K'\ = |AT|, then g is

also a AT-modification of /.

Definition 5. A map /: X —> \K\ is K-irreducible if for every AT-modification

g of f, one has giX) = \K\. Since / is its own AT-modification, a K-

irreducible map / is onto.  A map f:X—*P where P is a polyhedron is
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called irreducible if it is A'-irreducible for some triangulation K of P. Note

that every irreducible map f:X—>P is onto.

We now come to our definition of irreducible polyhedral representation.

Definition 6. Let X be a normal space and P = {Pa>Paai>-A} be an almost

commutative system of compacta Pa. A set of maps fa: X —> Pa, a G A,

is said to be a representation of X in P if the map /: X —► Y\a€A Pa given

by fix) = ifa{x)) embeds X onto a dense subspace of lim P. We say the

representation is of dimension < n if dim P < n for all a, and we define its

weight to be card iA). We call it cofinite if the indexing set A is cofinite, i.e.,

for each a G A there are only finitely many a G A with a' < a .

We call the representation polyhedral if each Pa is a polyhedron and irre-

ducible if in addition each fa : X —► Pa is irreducible and for a < a , paa, is

irreducible. A polyhedral representation will be called simplicially irreducible

if also for each a there is a fixed triangulation Ka of Pa so that fa is Ka-

irreducible and whenever a < a , then paa, carries Ka, simplicially to a sub-

division of Ka and paa, o fgl is a ^-modification of fa : X —> Pa .

Note. If fa is ^-irreducible, then the latter condition is readily seen to imply

that paa, is A"a-irreducible also. Hence simplicially irreducible implies irre-

ducible.

Our main theorem is the following.

Theorem. Every normal space X has a cofinite simplicially irreducible represen-

tation of dimension < dim X, and of weight < weight iX).

We delay proof until §4. The following Corollary appears as Corollary 3 in

[Ml] and elsewhere.

Corollary. If X is a normal space and dim X < n, then X has a Hausdorff

compactification P such that dim P < n .

Proof. Let P = lim P and apply Theorems 2 and 4 of [M-R 1].

3. Basic lemma

The next lemma is basic to the later construction. It is similar to Lemma 2

of [Ml] and Lemma 1 of [M-R 2].

Lemma 1. Let X be a normal space, let f: X —► P¡ = \K¡\ be maps to trian-

gulated polyhedra, and let et > 0, i = 1, • • ■ , k. Then there exist a polyhedron

Q = \L\, dim Q < dim X, an L-irreducible map g: X —► Q, and maps

p¡: Q —> Pj which are Simplicia! from L to some subdivision Li of K[ such

that difj,ptg) < 6j and ptg is an L ¡-modification of f, i = I, ■■ ■ ,k. The
subdivision L( may be given arbitrarily fine mesh. Moreover, if for a given index

i the map f¡ is K¡-irreducible, then the corresponding map pt is L¡-irreducible.

Proof. Let L, be a subdivision of AT with

(1) mesh L¡ < e¡/2.
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Note that f¡ is ¿--irreducible if it is AT;-irreducible. Let P = Px x • • • x Pk , let

f = fx x • • ■ x fk: X -* P, and let n¡: P —> P¡, i = 1, • • • ,k , be the projections.
Choose a > 0 so small that

(2) d(x ,x')<S^- d{n¡{x), xAx% < e¡/2, i = 1, • • ■ , k.

Let K be a triangulation of P so fine that

(3) meshA^á,

and the projections n¡: \K\ —► \L¡\ admit simplicial approximations p¡: K —►

L¡, i = 1, • • • , k . Since p¡ is an L(-modification of n¡, we have

(4) dip¡,n¡) < meshL. <e,/2.

Let %S be the (finite) open cover of X consisting of the sets f~x(st(v)), v

a vertex of K. Choose a finite open cover V of X so that ^ refines 2¿ and

so that dim(yr) < dim X, where JV is the nerve of "V. Let g0 : X —* \J/'\ be

a canonical map.

There is a simplicial map hQ: JV —* K defined on vertices of jV by sending

Fsf to a vertex v of K such that V c f~l{stiv)). There is a subcomplex L

of yy andan ^-modification g: X —► \L\ of g0 suchthat g is L-irreducible.

This follows by choosing a minimal subcomplex L of JV for which there is an

yf-modification g into \L\ and then applying Lemma 2 below.

Put Q = \L\ and note that dim Q < dim |yT| < dim X. Let h = h0\Q: Q -»
|AT| ; we see that h : L —► K is simplicial. Choose /?( to be p¡h : Q —► \L¡\ = P(.
Then p¡i L-* L¡ is simplicial.

Note that dif ,hg) < mesh AT < á , and therefore,

(5) dinif,nihg) = difl,nihg)<ei/2, i=l,--,k.

From (4) we get d(p.h , 7T:A) < eJ2. But p .A = p,, so we have,

(6) d(pl,n¡h)<e¡/2.

Hence,

(7) diP¡g,n¡hg)<e¡/2.

Now (5) and (7) yield

(8) dif¡,p¡g)<e¡.

Next we will show that if f¡ is A"(-irreducible, hence L(-irreducible, then p¡

is L(-irreducible. If we can show that p¡g is L¡-irreducible, then certainly p¡

will be L(-irreducible. It is sufficient to show that p¡g is an L;-modification

of fr
Choose x G X and suppose fix) = n¡fix) lies in the interior of the simplex

o of L¡. The choices of g and h are such that if for a simplex t of K, fix)

lies in t , then /zg(x) € t. Since p¡ is a simplicial approximation of n¡, then

PiifW) G o- and hence p .(t) c o . Thus p./(jf) and p¡hgix) = p.g(jf) lie
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in a. This shows that both fAx) and p¡gix) lie in a, so p¡g is an L¡-

modification of f¡ and the proof is complete.

A map g: X —► \L\ is said to be essential on a simplex a of L if there is

no map /: g~\a) —► öct such that / agrees with g on g~xido).

Lemma 2. Let X be a normal space, L a finite complex, and g: X —* \L\ be

a map such that no L-modification of g carries X into a proper subcomplex of

L. Then g is L-irreducible.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that g is surjective; for every L-modification of

g satisfies the hypotheses of this lemma.

Suppose A is a principal simplex of L. Then g must be essential on k or

else there would be an L-modification of g whose image contained no points

of the interior of A. But as argued in the proof of 3.6 of [R-S], this implies

that g is essential on every simplex of L and hence g maps onto the interior

of every simplex of L. This proves that g is surjective.

Note. Lemma 2 is still true for infinite complexes for which each simplex lies

in a principal simplex, e.g., locally finite dimensional complexes.

4. Proof of theorem

The reader will notice many similarities between the forthcoming proof and

the proof of Theorem 5 of [M-R 1]. We shall avoid repetition where possible,

but some redundancy is necessary to maintain the integrity of the current proof.

As in [M-R 1], choose an embedding e of X into a Tihonov cube Y = V

where t = weight^) and take Y to be the inverse limit of an (commutative)

inverse system iYa,qaa, ,A) of finite dimensional cubes where A is cofinite with

no maximal element and card iA) < weight iX). For simplicity, assume X c

Y, i.e., that e is the inclusion map. Let qa : Y —► Ya be the natural projections

and let \a\ > 0 denote the number of predecessors of a G A . Using Lemma 1 of

the current paper instead of Lemma 5 of [M-R 1], obtain the following data: for

each a G A, a compact triangulated polyhedron Pa = \Ka\, dim Pa < dim X,

maps   f: X —► P„, h„: P„ —* Y„ and numbers e„ > 0, 8n > 0 and for each
r     ■> a a '     a      a a a '     a

pair a < a   a map paa, : Pa, —* Pa.  We require that each fa: X —► Pa be

A"a-irreducible and that the following conditions hold (see 5.1 of [M-R 1]).

1- à\paa, fa, ,fa) < 3,^ ,a < a , paa = id.

2. diqa\X,hafa)<SJ3,
3. x ,x'g Pa,dix ,x')<ea^ dihaix),haix') <oaß,

4. x,x GPa,,dix,x) <ea, ^dipaaAx),paaAx')) < ^fasr,

5.y,y'G Ya,diy,y')<ôa,=>diqaaAy),qaaAy')) < jj^ ,

6. paa, carries Ka, simplicially to a subdivision Laa of Ka , Paa,fa, is an

Laa -modification of fa , and mesh {Laa ) < tA^i , a <a .

The verification that P = {Pa ,ea ,paa, ,A) is an approximate system is pre-

cisely as in 5.2 of [M-R 1].   Consider the map /: X -* Y\aeAPa  given by
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fix) = (faix)) ■ We claim that each fix) is a thread of P. It is necessary to

show that for a given a G A ,

7. fa{x) = Umpaa,fa,{x).

However, it is clear that   lim \a'\ = oo.    Therefore an application of 6
a'>a

yields 7.

The injectivity of / goes as in 5.4 of [M-R 1] and that / carries X onto a

dense subspace of lim P is obtained from the proof of 5.5 therein (note though,

that you should set fa = ga). To show that f is an embedding, we shall show

that / is a closed map of X to f{X).

Let B be closed in X and suppose x G X\B . We shall find an a G A such

that

8- d{fa,ib),fa,{x))>ea, for all beB.

Hence with U as the ea,-neighborhood of faAx) m Pa> > we i>ave U n

fa,{B) = (j) ■ Then by Lemma 3 of [M-R 1], p~ (C/) is a neighborhood of fix)

in limP which does not intersect /(2?).

Note that x & B (closure in Y). Hence there exists a G A and ô > 0 such

that d{qa(B), qa{x)) > S . Thus d{qa{B), qa(x)) > ô . Choose k so large that

y^ < ô . Select a G A so that \a'\ > k and a' > a. Then 5 and the fact that

{Ya, qaa, ,A) is a commutative system show us that

9- d{qaAb), qa,{x))>ôa, for all beB.

Suppose it were true that d(fa,ib), faAx)) £ ea' ^or some beB. This and

3 would imply,

10. d{ha,fa,ib),ha,fa,{x))<Sa,/3.
But 2 yields,

11. d(qaAx),ha,fa,(x))<âa,/3 and

12. d{qa,ib), ha,fa,ib))<ôa,/3.
Using 12, 10, 11, we would get, diq Ab),qaAx)) ^ àa,, which contradicts 9.

Hence we conclude,

13. difaAb),faAx))>ea, for all beB.
The proof is now complete.
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